Name of the Tool

Kompass

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://in.kompass.com/

Subject

Commerce - India - Directories

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Kompass

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

Kompass has more than 60 years of outstanding experience in offering business
solutions that can be a booster to sales, purchase, research and marketing etc.
Kompass helps to find the company by means of unique classification that is not
feasible in SIC codes and the classification system is extremely useful to any
business necessity with priority. It covers business related information of 60
countries.

Kind of Information

It covers information on global business data which include 10 million phone
numbers, 5.5 million web addresses, 3 million generic e-mails, 9.9 million
companies, 11.8 company e-mails and 20.5 executive e-mails and contacts. Each
company’s record includes essential information about the company, including:
turnover, export sales, operating income, net income, cash flow, etc
Events are given with event name, photos, date, venue and brief description. An
example is given below:

Kompass classification is very comprehensive and it is divided into 67 activity
sectors split in 15 generic groups in 3000 activity branches and in 55000 products &
services. Tips on sales intelligence are provided to the users.
The categories can be marked with icon and particular photos. After clicking on each
of those categories, the lists of companies can be seen including their address,
contact detail, activities and related websites.
Business articles are given on different topics.
It also gives information on global data which includes information on 4970438
active companies, 5063425 active establishments, 2021890 companies with financial
data and 129610 companies with credit risk score etc. It also shows the graphical
representation with statistical data on Kompass classification activities and
companies’ distribution by industries. Business solutions are given on different
topics like marketing direct, easy business etc. Specific terms and conditions are
discussed here. The blogs are published on recent topics which help to let the users
know about updated global business information.

Special Features
 The website is linked with many related websites like TATA, SIEMENS, KCC
etc.
 List and other some materials can be downloaded.

 Live chat option is provided to the visitors.

Arrangement Pattern

Under the business directory, activities are arranged alphabetically as follows:

Archives are arranged chronologically in descending order as shown below:

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Kompass collects and publishes business information which can be used to assist
with sales & marketing by B2B companies worldwide. In addition to key company
information (location, industry, size and executives), it can be considered as one of
the few global business information providers to collect detailed data on the
companies' business activity, as well as the products and services they produce or
supply.





AllPages.com ( www.allpages.com/ )
Magic Yellow (www.magicyellow.com/ )
Yellowbook - The Local Yellow Pages Directory ( www.yellowbook.com/ )
Indiamart ( https://dir.indiamart.com/ )

Date of Access

16th March’ 2017.

